
CATALOG COPY:  

Paul’s Note: It looks like the EDUC classes will not be required courses once the 
last cohort finishes the program. Then all students will be required to take the 
EDAD series. 
 
From Carol Van Vooren: 
They take one 6 unit set or the other.  
There is only one cohort of 7 people left in the F2F program that will take the 
EDUC classes, then it will be finished.  
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

COURSE REVISIONS:  
 
From: Carol Van Vooren <cvanvoor@csusm.edu> 
Date: Wednesday, March 14, 2018 at 10:48 PM 
To: Paul Stuhr <pstuhr@csusm.edu>, Kyle Landin <klandin@csusm.edu> 
Subject: Re: Revised 3.14.18 syllabi 
 

………………….. 
As you know, I am also undergoing a program elevation concurrently.  In this review , the 
reader from the Chancellor's Office asked me to emphasize the thesis and not let it be called a 
project or culminating event.  For that reason, I am changing the word in the titles of the 698 
from Seminar to Thesis.   
 
Finally, I have the responses below in Blue and the revised documents attached.   
 
In a similar fashion, I would double-check all SLOs in the other syllabi that read as ‘tasks’ rather than learning 
outcomes and make edits where needed. 
Done 
For EDAD 622C you are missing the “Student learning Outcome” header  
Inserted 
 

For 622A-C and 698 A-C  
1. Please provide a catalog copy to clarify catalog impact 

 Done 

2. These courses appear to be a sequence. Perhaps including that these courses are part of a 
sequence in the catalog description would help clarify the A, B, C. 
For example, for 698A suggest including: “first in 3-course sequence of master’s thesis writing” 

 Done.  I worded it slightly differently.  "The combined EDAD 698 A, B, and C classes are equivalent to 
EDUC 698." 

EDAD 622A C form  
1. Syllabus: Course objectives-  delete parenthetical (learning outcomes) / create SLOs /   next 
section should be only ”Program Student Learning Outcomes” 

 Done.  
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EDAD 622B C form  
1. Box 8 Catalog Description: change second sentence to: “Emphasis on collecting, analyzing 
and presenting data” 

  Done. 

1. Syllabus: Course objectives-  delete parenthetical (learning outcomes) / create SLOs /   next 
section should be only ”Program Student Learning Outcomes” 

  Done. 

EDAD 622C C form  
1. Syllabus: Course objectives-  delete parenthetical (learning outcomes) / create SLOs /  next 
section should be only ”Program Student Learning Outcomes” 

  Done. 

2. Fourth course objective is incomplete. Need to revise this course objective. 
  Done. 

EDAD 698A C form  
1. In syllabus Create SLOs 

  Done. 

2. In syllabus Delete the word “Course” from PSLOs 

  Done. 

EDAD 698B C form  
1. In syllabus clarify whether there is a final 
  Done. 

2. In syllabus Create SLOs 

  Done. 

3. In syllabus Delete the word “Course” from PSLOs 

  Done. 

EDAD 698C C form  
1. In syllabus Create SLOs 

  Done. 

2. In syllabus Delete the word “Course” from PSLOs 

 Done. 


